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Overview 

As the first CO2 emission country, China cannot reach the emission peak before 2030 by do nothing or just do 

litt le policy efforts. China faces a very tough situation of CO2 mitigation under the pressure of international 

community. China would  be in a more passive position in international negotiation due to the increase of total 

emission if impelling CO2 emission control technologies and policies were not taken in time and as early as 

possible. As the first CO2 emission country, China faces a very tough situation of reach its electric power 

industry CO2 emission peak before 2030. Compared with history years 2005, 2010 and taken 2015, 2020, 2030 

as targets years, this paper set up the low and high macro social development scenarios and the weak, middle, 

and supper technology mit igation scenarios  in 2013. 

 

The paper is organised as follows: After the introduction the second section gives a brief overview about the 

methodlogy, scenario settings and technology inventory. The third section addresses the CO2 emission analysis, 

potential analysis and cost-benefit analysis. In section four we describe the results. In the final section 

techonlogy options are derived. 

 

Methods 

This paper uses the bottom-up thermal power industry GHG mitigation model and cost-benefit analysis (CBA). 

Ackerman F (2002) Many analytical approaches to setting environmental standards require some 

consideration of costs and benefits. Even technology based regulation, maligned by cost-benefit analysis. CBA  

can offer the adaptability to reduce emissions where it is most cost-effective Bosi M(2005) and it may be more 

feasible and manageable than a country-wide electricity sector approach Cai W(2007).The technology cost 

includes initial expenses, operating and maintenance cost, labor cost, replacement cost, etc. Benefit includes the 

private benefit resulted from facility operation, or in our case, from selling electricity.  These data are relatively  

easy to get from current market data and past experience. In the carbon emission accounting model, the base is 

discharge coefficient method and correction bases are the material balance method, the fuel analysis method and 

measuring results, regardless the problem of full cycle emission. 

Results 

First, according to the analysis, in the social low control policy middle scenario (SL-CPM), China can reach its 

electric power industry CO2 emission peak around 2030 with 4.6 b illion tonnes CO2-eq and the least reduce cost.  

 

Second, in  this 2030 peak scenario SL-CPM, China should reduce 1.78 billion tonnes CO2-eq compare to the 

BAU in 2030. Which equals to the total CO2 emission of 300MW-1000MW coal-fired power plants with 5000 h  

in total 30 p rovinces and municipalit ies of China in 2013.  

 

Third, to reach this 2030 peak, in 2020 and 2030, the Top 3 negative cost-beneficial technology options are 

630℃or 700℃USC, Small Hydroelectricity and PWR II or III Nuclear power, which China government should 

promote first to reduce the horrible pollution and greenhouse gas emission. 

 

Conclusions 

In 2030, 700℃USC, Nuclear power Pressurized water reactor III (PWR III), Onshore wind power and NGCC 

will give the Top 4 emission potential. And the Top 4 cost-beneficial technology options are 700℃USC, Nuclear 

power Pressurized water reactor II and III and Small Hydroelectricity. But, fo r the cost decline uncertainty and 

technology innovation uncertainty, over dependence on new energy, nuclear power may cause energy supply 

insecurity and technology security risk, these are what China should pay more attention to in the next  two  

decades. 
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